This paper addresses foundational issues related to quantum computing. The need for a universally valid theory such as quantum mechanics to describe to some extent its own validation is noted. This includes quantum mechanical descriptions of systems that do theoretical calculations (i.e. quantum computers) and systems that perform experiments. Quantum robots interacting with an environment are a small first step in this direction. Quantum robots are described here as mobile quantum systems with on-board quantum computers that interact with environments. Included are discussions on the carrying out of tasks and the division of tasks into computation and action phases. Specific models based on quantum Turing machines are described. Differences and similarities between quantum robots plus environments and quantum computers are discussed.
Introduction
Quantum computation is a field of much interest and activity. Much of the interest was stimulated by Shor's discovery [1] that there is a quantum computation algorithm for the integer factoring problem that is more efficient than any known classical algorithm. This result has stimulated much work that represents steps in the long-term goal of physical construction of quantum computers. This includes work on quantum error-correction codes [2] and physical models of quantum gates [3] , quantum Hall systems [4] , and nuclear magnetic resonance to carry out parallel quantum computation [5] .
The optimism about reaching the long-term goal that is implicit in this work is tempered by the work of Landauer [6] . As a critic, Landauer correctly points out the enormous obstacles in the path of construction of efficient quantum computers. These include effects of environmental noise with respect to which quantum computers are exquisitely sensitive, errors in constructing the Hamiltonian, and errors in constructing the initial state. As Landauer notes these errors can cause unwanted reflections of the computational process that reduce the amplitude of the transmitted component that represents the completed computation. Work [7] in which potential barriers causing reflection are introduced intentionally where the potential distribution is 'deterministically disordered' [8] , suggests that in some cases, these problems may be less severe than otherwise thought.
Besides the goal of eventual realization of efficient quantum computers, there are other reasons to study quantum computers. These are based on foundational aspects of quantum computation and related issues. Since these aspects are less dependent on the physical realization of quantum computers, it is less important if Landauer's points turn out to be correct and quantum computers are never built.
Some of these issues will be discussed in this paper. One aspect, which is the basis for the author's long term interest in Hamiltonian models of quantum computation [9] , depends on the fact that the validity of a theory such as quantum mechanics is tested by comparison of theoretical predictions with experiment. If quantum mechanics is universally applicable then the systems, as computers, that calculate the theoretical predictions must be described by quantum mechanics. This is discussed in the next section.
This argument also applies to systems that carry out experiments. They must also be described quantum mechanically if quantum mechanics is universally valid. As a first step in this direction quantum mechanical models of robots, or quantum robots, interacting with environments, can be considered. In these models [10] a quantum robot is considered to be a mobile quantum system with an on-board quantum computer that interacts with an environment of quantum systems. These systems are discussed in Section 3. A general discussion is followed by description of specific models obtained by expansion of models of quantum Turing machines (QTM). The paper concludes with a comparative discussion of quantum computers and quantum robots with environments.
Why quantum computation is of interest
As was noted the main interest in quantum computation is based on the fact that quantum computers are more efficient than classical ones in solving some problems [1, 11] . Another reason for interest is that they can be used to simulate other quantum systems [12, 13] . There are also other foundational reasons why quantum computers are of interest.
These are related to the fact that validation of any physical theory such as quantum mechanics is based on comparing theoretical predictions with experimental results. Agreement supports the validity of the theory. Disagreement may lessen support for the theory or result in modifications to the theory. Both the development of the theory and the predictions of the theory are mathematical and are obtained by use of much mathematical calculation. In quantum mechanics these calculations are part of the theoretical development and include as a small part determination of expectation values of observables as selfadjoint operators (mathematical objects) that represent the experiment to be carried out.
These computations are made on a physical system that is a computer. The computation consists of preparing the computer in a suitable initial state with suitable input and allowing the system to evolve under appropriate dynamical laws. If quantum mechanics is universally applicable, and there is no reason to assume otherwise, then the computer plus input is a quantum mechanical system and the computation is described by quantum mechanical dynamics.
This conclusion holds irrespective of whether the evolving physical system is functioning as a classical or as a quantum computer. If the system is macroscopic and functioning as a classical computer, classical mechanical dynamics would be used to describe the computation. Quantum mechanical dynamics would not be used mainly because of the difficulty of accounting for the time development of the large number (∼10 23 ) of microscopic degrees of freedom in the system. However, this does not invalidate the fact that, in principle, the system is quantum mechanical and is governed by quantum dynamics.
Physical systems functioning as quantum computers are described using a few degrees of freedom. These include the information-bearing degrees of freedom and any others needed to describe the proper functioning of the system as a computer † . Because of this the quantum dynamical evolution of these systems is relatively easy to describe. Also quantum effects such as quantum parallelism [14] are relatively easy to describe and use [1, 11] in models.
From the above it can be concluded that if quantum mechanics is universally applicable, then quantum mechanics is used to describe the systems whose outputs as theoretical predictions are used to test the validity of quantum mechanics. Since the same argument can be applied to systems that carry out experiments, it appears that quantum mechanics is being used to test its own validity [15] .
From this it follows that there must be many interesting questions of self consistency and self reference that can be asked about quantum mechanics testing its own validity. Note that this applies only if quantum mechanics is universally applicable. If not, then one can argue that physical systems functioning as computers are described by a theory that is different from the one whose validity is being tested. In this case questions of self consistency and self reference do not arise.
A first step towards investigation of self consistency and self reference aspects of quantum mechanics is the use of quantum mechanical Hamiltonian descriptions of computers. The basis for this emphasis is that one can be sure that self consistency and self reference aspects apply only when a complete quantum mechanical description of the computation process is given with no pieces left outside or unexplained. One method of doing this is to find a Hamiltonian description of quantum computing where the system evolves in isolation from its surroundings. In this case the Hamiltonian is self adjoint and is time independent. Time-dependent Hamiltonians require the presence of an external agent to turn on and off the different components of the Hamiltonian at different times. In this case the description is not complete as the description of the external agent and how it interacts with the evolving system is not included.
Quantum robots

General description
The arguments given above also apply to agents that carry out experiments. If quantum mechanics is universal, then a quantum mechanical description of agents to carry out experiments is just as necessary as a quantum mechanical description of computers. For testing the validity of a theory, carrying out experiments is just as important as theoretical calculations, including the determination of theoretical values for comparison to experiment.
As a small step in this direction it is worthwhile to give a quantum mechanical description of robots and their interaction with environments. Here quantum robots will be considered to be mobile systems that include an on-board quantum computer and any needed ancillary systems. These systems interact (locally) with other quantum systems that are part of the environment of the quantum robot. Since the quantum robot is mobile, it will be limited to be a system with an arbitrary but finite number of degrees of freedom.
Environments can consist of various types and numbers of quantum systems contained in one-, two-, or three-dimensional space universes ‡ . They can be considered as open systems or as closed systems. If they are open then there are always systems outside the domain of interaction of the quantum robot that can interact with and establish corrrelations with states of systems in the domain. It may also be useful to describe the † This is also the case for ensemble quantum computation [5] in which a system containing a large number of degrees of freedom can be described by a pseudo pure state representing a few degrees of freedom. The effects of the other degrees of freedom cancel out. ‡ In the interests of simplicity environments will be considered here to be based on discrete space lattices instead of continuous space. environment using quantum field theory. This would be relevant in case the environment includes an infinite number of degrees of freedom.
For the same reasons given for quantum computers, the environment plus the quantum robot will be considered in in most of this paper to be an isolated system whose dynamics is described by a time-independent self adjoint Hamiltonian. Open systems are briefly discussed in the last section. For Hamiltonian systems the time development of the state of the overall quantum robot plus environment is given by the Schrödinger equation.
As the system evolves entanglements may develop between the states of the robot and the environment. This description is similar to that used for quantum computers in that the systems are described completely within quantum mechanics. Interactions with systems that may exist external to or outside the quantum robot plus environment are excluded. It is also quite useful to describe the overall systems in terms of the information bearing or relevant degrees of freedom and exclude any other degrees of freedom. For quantum computers the value of this limitation has been noted by Landauer [16] .
It should be stressed that the language used in this paper to describe quantum robots is carefully chosen to avoid any suggestions that these systems are aware of or make measurements on their environment, make decisions, or have other properties uniquely characteristic of intelligent or conscious systems. The quantum robots described here have no awareness of their environment. They do not make measurements on their environment, and do not make decisions. Their time development is described by time-independent Hamiltonians, that differ from those used to describe any other nonrelativistic system in quantum mechanics in detail only. This point will be discussed more in the last section of this paper.
Interactions between the environment and quantum computers have been considered in other work on quantum error correction [2] . That work considers the environment to be a source of noise and unwanted interactions that result in errors in the computation. From that viewpoint minimization of the effect of the environment, either through isolation of the systems or by use of quantum error correction codes, is desired.
Here the interaction between the environment and the quantum robot is an essential part of the overall system. One method of studying these systems is in terms of desired changes in the state of the environment resulting from interactions with the quantum robot. These changes can be described in terms of tasks carried out by the robot on the environment in the same sense that quantum computers carry out the computation of functions. In this case the input to the quantum robot is the initial state of the environment. The final environment state corresponding to completion of the task, is generated by the quantum robot carrying out a task on the initial state.
An example of a task is 'move each system in a specified region R three lattice sites to the right if and only if the destination site is unoccupied.' Implementation of such a task requires specification of a path to be taken by the quantum robot in executing the task. Some method of determining when it is inside or outside of the specified region and making appropriate movements must be available. In this case if there are n systems at locations x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n in region R then the initial state of the regional environment, |x = ⊗ n j=1 |x j becomes ⊗ n j=1 |x j + 3 provided all destination sites are unoccupied. It is clear that there are many possible initial states |x of the environment that differ in the number and locations of systems in R.
If the initial state of the regional environment is a linear superposition of states ψ = x c x |x of n-system position states |x in R then the final state of the regional environment is given, in general, by a density operator even if all destination sites are unoccupied. This is a consequence of the fact that, in general, the actions of the quantum robot introduce correlations between the final states of the robot systems and the different initial environment component states |x . When the task is completed on all components |x , the overall state of the robot plus environment is given by a linear sum over robot regional environment states of the form x c x θ x |x . Here θ x is the final state of the quantum robot resulting from carrying out the task on the regional environment in state |x . Taking the trace over the robot system variables gives the density operator form for the regional environment state.
The above description suggests that quantum robots can carry out the same task on many different environments simultaneously. One way to achieve this is by use of an initial state of the quantum robot plus environment that is a linear superposition of different environment states. For quantum computers the corresponding property of carrying out many computations in parallel has been known for some time [14] . Whether the speed-up provided by this parallel tasking ability can be preserved for some tasks, as is the case for Shor's [1] or Grover's [11] algorithms for quantum computers, remains to be seen.
There are many other tasks besides the example given above. Irreversible tasks, such as 'clean up the environment in some region R' where clean up is given some specific description such as 'move all systems in R into some fixed pattern', can be made reversible by making and storing somewhere in the environment a copy of each component of the initial state of the systems in R where the components are basis states in some basis B. For example, if B = {|x } and the initial state is x c x |x then the copy operation is given by x c x |x |0 cp −→ x c x |x |x cp . This operation of copying relative to states in some basis avoids the limitations of the 'no cloning' theorem [17] and introduces branching (described by the x sum) into the process. It is the quantum mechanical equivalent of the classical case of making an irreversible computation of a many one function reversible by copying or generating the input to the computer [18] .
Here the dynamics of carrying out a task is described by a sequence of computation and action phases [10] . The purpose of a computation phase is to calculate the state of an output system that partly determines the action to be carried out in the following action phase. Input to the calculation carried out by the on-board quantum computer, is the output state from the previous computation phase and observations of the local environment at the location of the quantum robot. If necessary additional information carried by states of a memory system may be included.
During the action phase the quantum robot carries out the action determined by the output of the just completed computation phase. Types of actions include motion of the quantum robot or changing the local state of the environment, or both. Action phases may be single step or multistep and may or may not include local observations of the environment.
For this model of quantum-tasking completion flags or designated final states of some component systems are needed for determining when individual computation and action phases are completed as well as determining when the overall task is completed. This is based on the unitarity of e −i Ht which requires that motion of some type continue in the system somewhere even after the task is completed.
These provisions are also necessary because, there are many examples of tasks that never halt. Nonhalting of tasks can arise from several sources. The task may consist of a nonterminating sequence of computation and action phases. Or either the computation or the action during some phase may never halt. An example of an action that is multistep, requires observation of the environment, and is nonhalting is 'move along a string of 0s until a 1 is encountered' applied to a lattice of 0s only in the direction of motion.
A specific model of quantum robots and environments
A more specific model of quantum robots plus environments is useful to illustrate more details of these systems. The model is based on an expansion of QTMs to describe models of quantum robots interacting with an environment. These models also provide a natural decomposition of each phase into one or more single steps. They are relatively easy to expand as they already describe a multistate head moving on and interacting with a one-dimensional lattice of qubits.
As a basis for the expansion it is useful to briefly describe QTMs. More details can be found elsewhere [19] . States of the head and qubit lattice are conveniently represented as superpositions of states in the computation basis B C . The basis states have the form |l, j, s where |l , | j represent the state and position of the head. The state |s = ⊗ ∞ j=−∞ |s j is a product state of the lattice qubits where |s j = |0 or |1 is the state of the site j qubit. As defined B C is uncountably infinite because of the presence of an infinite number of qubits. For a Hilbert space representation in quantum mechanics, some type of tail condition on the states |s must be imposed so that B C is countably infinite. A useful condition [19] is the restriction of s so that |s j = |1 for at most a finite number of j values (the 0 state tail condition). Here this tail condition applies to all states in B C . Each QTM is described by a step operator T acting on the Hilbert space spanned by the basis B C . T is required to satisfy locality and homogeneity conditions. That is
This expresses the locality condition in that single-step changes in the state of the lattice qubits are limited to the qubit at the position of the head and the head can move at most one site to the right or left. Also the matrix element is independent of the value of j and depends on the difference j − j only (homogeneity). This definition is similar to that given by Deutsch [14] . If, following Deutsch, T is assumed to describe a step occurring in a finite time interval, then T is also required to be unitary. However, one can also use T [19] to construct a Hamiltonian H according to Feynman's prescription [20] :
In this case a wide range of step operators T are possible including operators that are nonunitary and are not even normal (i.e. T † T = T T † is possible). Here the Hamiltonian description of eqn (2) will be used. These models are a useful base for a description of quantum robots interacting with an environment of two-dimensional quantum systems (qubits) on a one-dimensional space lattice. In this case the facts that the lattice states |s represent strings of 0s and 1s where 0 and 1 are interpreted as numbers, and that part of |s , for example the part to the right of the origin, represents a number S = ∞ j=0 s j 2 j , which is important in quantum computation, is not relevant here.
For quantum robots interacting with an environment the head is expanded to include an on-board quantum computer and three other systems: a memory system (m), an output system (o), and a control qubit (c). The systems (o) and (m) are identical systems each described by an L-dimensional Hilbert space of states. The on-board computer can be modelled as a network of quantum gates or as a QTM. If it is modelled as a network of quantum gates a cyclic network with many internal lines and a few input and output lines seems most appropriate. Here it will be modelled as a QTM consisting of another head h 2 and a (finite) circular lattice L 2 of qubits. Figure 1 shows the details.
In this model changes of the head internal state, which in QTMs occur in a single step (eqn (1)), are expanded here into multistep computations carried out by the on-board quantum computer in each computation phase. The input to each computation phase includes the states |l 2 o of the output system and |l 1 m of the memory system and the state |s of the L 1 lattice qubit at the robot location (shown by an arrow in Fig. 1 This distinction between single step and multistep action phases also exists in the classical description of QTMs as collections of quintuples of the form (l, s : l , s , ) [18] . If l = l, then the tuple describes one step. If l = l, the tuple describes arbitrarily many steps.
The purpose of the control system (c) is to regulate which type of phase, computation or action, is active. Computations are active if (c) is in state |0 c . Actions are active if (c) is in state |1 c . Both the computation and action phases terminate by changing the state of the (c) qubit to the state that activates the next phase.
As was done for QTMs, quantum robots interacting with environments can be described by step operators T Q R . In this case T Q R is given as the sum
of two step operators: T a for the action phase and T c for the computation phase. The properties of T a can be described in terms of matrix elements in a computation basis {|l o |l 1 m |i c | j, s }. T a satisfies properties similar to those given for T in eqn (1). That is
Also the matrix element depends on the difference j − j only and not on j (spatial homogeneity). Equation (4) expresses the conditions that interacations between the quantum robot and L 1 lattice qubits are limited to the qubit at the location of the quantum robot and that motion is limited to, at most, one site in either direction. Also T a does not change the B om basis states of the memory or output systems and is inactive when the control qubit is in state |0 c . States of the on-board QTM are also unchanged. The properties of T c can be similarly expressed in terms of a basis {| p, k, t, |l o |l 1 m |i c }. Here | p, k, t is a computation basis state for the on-board QTM. Properties similar to those for T a also hold for T c . They are,
T c is also spatially homogenous on L 2 . Equation (5) expresses locality conditions for the on-board QTM similar to those given above for the quantum robot on the environment lattice and shows that T c is inactive when the control qubit is in state |1 c . Also T c does not change (is diagonal in) the states | j for the robot position and |s of the lattice of environmental qubits. Note that, T c does depend on the state |s of the qubit at the location of the quantum robot. This dependence and diagonality can be expressed by T c = s=0,1 P s T c P s . More details on T a and T c and on the memory output and control systems are given elsewhere [10] .
Note that the actions of T c which appear to describe the action of the quantum robot in a computation phase as determining the unknown state of an environmental qubit without changing its state do not violate the no-cloning theorem [17] . If the qubit is in a state α|0 + β|1 , then the action of T c introduces branching and resulting entanglement into the overall system state. The two branches correspond to the actions of the quantum robot if the qubit is in state |0 or if the qubit is in state |1 . Similar arguments apply to T a with respect to the (o) and (m) systems.
As noted before, head-state changes which are single-step operations in QTMs, are expanded here into multistep computations as iterations of T c carried out by the on-board quantum computer in a computation phase. One reason is that for complex systems with large numbers of head states |l it is reasonable to consider a change of head states as requiring a computation instead of occurring in one step. The computation represents a determination of the next action of the robot, based on local environmental observation and the state denoting the just completed action phase. In addition, if the memory and output systems each consist of finite numbers of qubits rather than single systems, which is reasonable if L is large, the computation phases must include the steps needed to change the output and memory system states as binary representations of |l o |l 1 m .
As has been noted quantum robots have the capacity to carry out the same task simultaneously on several different initial states of the environment. As is the case for quantum computers, quantum robots also have the capacity to carry out branching tasks. This happens, for example, if the output of one or more computation phases is a state that is a linear superposition l,l 1 c l,l 1 |l o |l 1 m of ouput and memory basis states that each designate different actions. It is also possible that action phases take states of the form | j, s into linear superpositions ,s c ,s | j + , s . Here | j denotes the robot position on the lattice and = −1, 0, 1. Quantum robots that take control, memory, and output basis states into linear superpositions and thereby generate complex entanglements of different action and computation phases are also possible.
Quantum robots and quantum computers: Are they different?
The above discussion raises the question of what the differences are between quantum computers and quantum robots interacting with environments. Are they essentially different or just different interpretations of the same type of system? From one point of view quantum robots plus environments appear to be a generalization of quantum computers in that they include mobilization of the computer (which seems minor) and an environment that is external to the quantum robot. Interactions between the quantum robot and the environment can change the state of the environment and the behavior of the quantum robot. The models discussed in Section 3.2 are examples of this in that each computation phase takes as input the output of the previous computation phase and the state of the environmental qubit at the robot location. Descriptions of quantum computers given so far do not include external environments (other than as systems that generate unwanted noise and errors in the computation process) and the computers are not mobile.
An aspect that suggests the increased generality of quantum robots plus environments is that the environmental system can be such that there is no basis whose states can be usefully interpreted as numbers. Examples include one-, two-, or three-dimensional space lattices containing various types of moving systems that interact with one another. Another example is a single spinless particle on a one-dimensional space lattice where the only possible number representation is unary, given by the distance of the particle from some point chosen as the origin. In this case a system consisting of a multistate head moving on the lattice interacting with the lattice particle is not a useful quantum computer † . However if the head were expanded to become a quantum robot as defined here it can carry out tasks. An example of a task that a quantum robot can carry out but is not feasible if the head must use the particle lattice position as an unary representation to make calculations is 'move the system to a position that is the square of its original distance from the origin'.
On the other hand the particular models of quantum robots described in Section 3.2 with a lattice qubit environment also function as slowed down versions of quantum computers as QTMs. The slowdown occurs because each QTM step given by T , eqn (1) is replaced by a multistep computation followed by an action (for single-step actions). This raises the question: As computers, are these models of quantum robots with a lattice qubit environment as powerful as QTMs described by eqns (1) and (2)? More precisely suppose T |l, j, s = α c α |l α , j α , s α where l = l α for all α. Does there exist a quantum robot step operator T Q R and a memory state |l m such that iteration of T Q R on |l, l m , j, s generates a linear superposition corresponding to that for T ? Since the number of iterations of T Q R depends on α, this corresponds to asking, for each α, does there exist a n α such that the state c α |l α , l, j α , s α appears in the superposition after n α + 1 iterations of T Q R (i.e. T a (T c ) n α ). At present this question is open. However, if the dependence of T a on memory states is removed, then the QTM model with T is stronger than any quantum robot with a lattice qubit environment. For example let T be such that T |l, j, s = |l 1 , j 1 , s 1 and T |l , j, s = |l 1 j 2 , s 2 where l = l , s 1 j = s 2 j , and j 1 = j 2 . Modelling this with a quantum robot requires that T a depend on the memory state. This is the reason that T a was required to depend on both the output and memory states.
Another complicating factor to the question of the differences between quantum computers and quantum robots is the fact that quantum computers can efficiently simulate many types of physical systems and their dynamical evolution to arbitrary accuracy [12, 13, 21, 22] . This includes simulation of many body fermion systems [23] and use of quantum lattice gas automata as simulators [24] . This suggests that any quantum robot plus environment whose states lie in a finite dimensional or separable Hilbert space and whose evolution is governed by a local Hamiltonian can be simulated efficiently by a quantum computer.
In spite of this quantum robots interacting with environments are a subject worthy of study just as other physical systems are studied independent of whether or not they can be efficiently simulated on a quantum computer. In addition interpretation of a mobile system containing an on-board quantum computer as a quantum robot interacting with an environment stimulates many interesting questions and investigations that do not occur if the quantum robot plus environment is considered to be a quantum computer. This is the case for the model described in Section 3.2 that can also be considered as equivalent to a two tape QTM where the qubit lattices L 1 , L 2 correspond to the two tapes.
The above discussion also includes quantum computers modelled as networks of quantum gates. For example the quantum computer on the quantum robot can also be modelled as a cyclic network of quantum gates with some input and output lines. In addition it may be useful to consider a network of quantum gates as a community of motionless very simple quantum robots interacting with an environment of moving qubits. In this case the environment qubits do not interact with one another except as prescribed by the quantum gates.
The differences between quantum robots and quantum computers may be more substantial when open environments are included as the domain of a quantum robot or quantum robots plus environments are described by systems with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. Also as noted earlier in Section 2, quantum robots plus environments represent a first step towards giving a description within quantum mechanics of the process of carrying out experiments. If the description of quantum robots can be so extended to include the carrying out of experiments, then it is not clear that these extended descriptions could be simulated by quantum computers.
One aspect of this is that for a quantum robot such a measurement is made on the environment which is a system that is external to and not part of the quantum robot. Simulation removes this externality in that it would have to include a description of the quantum computer, that is doing the simulation, making measurements on part of itself (the part that simulates the environment) and changing its behavior as a result of the measurement. To date this has not been done. One would also have to show that problems associated with self observation by quantum systems [25, 26] are avoided. Also account must be taken of description of the measurement apparatus either as macroscopic [27] or as a system with specified states (the pointer basis) stabilized by interaction with the environment [28] . It should be noted that literature discussions of simulations describe measurements of properties of the simulator that correspond to measurements of corresponding properties of the simulated systems. However, these are described as carried out by an external agent that is not part of the simulator.
In conclusion it is noted that the question seems open about whether quantum robots plus environments are substantially different than quantum computers or are just different interpretations of the same or similar types of physical systems. In any case it seems more natural to interpret mobile systems with on-board quantum computers that interact with environments and modify their behavior as a result of the interactions, as quantum robots. This interpretation is also more natural if one considers that it represents a first step towards giving a quantum mechanical description of systems that make decisions, are aware of their surroundings, and have other properties of intelligent and conscious observers. This includes systems that carry out experiments to validate quantum mechanics.
In any case both quantum computers and quantum robots process information. This is the case whether the information is represented in states of systems external to the systems (environment of the quantum robot) or represented on component system states (quantum computers). It is clear that in both cases the information must be represented by states of some physical systems. That is, 'information is physical' [29, 30] .
